Florida has 825 miles of beautiful beaches. Some areas have been impacted, but most of Florida beaches are unaffected and you can count on us to keep providing you accurate, real-time information to make your vacation decisions.
Get all the info you need to choose your Florida destination – including real-time images and beach updates from all over the state – at Florida Live on VISITFLORIDA.com.

If you have not been impacted by oil:
The news that oil has made its way to some Northwest Florida beaches is tragic and we will do all we can to support our fellow Floridians who are dealing with it. At this time there is no impact to (our destination). Our beaches are clean, clear and ready for your enjoyment.

If you have been impacted by oil:
Some oil has landed on our shores and though it is devastating to experience any oil on (our location’s) wonderful beaches, we have confidence that mitigation and cleanup efforts are underway. In the meantime, we encourage visitors to enjoy all the other wonderful activities and experiences (our location) has to offer.